Sentence Frames for Final Consonant Deletion

Here are 9 fun sentence frame worksheets to help your students practice producing words that have final consonants! On each worksheet, there is a sentence frame that contains the target final consonant. There are also 10 pictures of words that contain the same final consonant sound that can be used to fill in the blank in the sentence frame. Your students can create lots of silly sentences!

Here are the sentence frames included in this download:

- Final /t/ sentence frame - “I put _____ in my boat” and pictures of 10 single syllable words that end with /t/.
- Final /t/ sentence frame - “I put _____ in my bucket” and pictures of 10 two-syllable words that end with /t/.
- Final /p/ sentence frame - “Help! I see _____ in my cup” and pictures of 10 words that end with /p/.
- Final /m/ sentence frame - “Come on! I have _____ at home” and pictures of 10 words that end with /m/.
- Final /n/ sentence frame - “I have fun with the _____” and pictures of 10 words that end with /n/.
- Final /d/ sentence frame - “I found _____ in the mud” and pictures of 10 words that end with /d/.
- Final /k/ sentence frame - “Look! I have _____ in my backpack” and pictures of 10 words that end with /k/.
- Final /g/ sentence frame - “I have a big _____ in my bag” and pictures of 10 words that end with /g/.
- Final /s/ sentence frame - “Yes, you can put _____ on the bus” and pictures of 10 words that end with /s/.
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Activity created by Lauren Laur, CCC-SLP
I put [ ] in my boat.
I put  in my bucket.
Help! I see __ in my cup.
Come on! I have ______ at home.

- a dime
- gum
- a game
- a comb
- a drum
- a mom
- jam
- a broom
- a team
- ice cream
I have fun with the ______.
I found [ ] in the mud.
Look! I have ___ in my backpack.
I have a big __ in my bag.
Yes, you can put the horse(s) some more good purses some more glasses nurses juice houses fences on the bus.